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Polyurethanes (PUs) present an important class of polymers due to outstanding mechanical, chemical and physical

properties. Thus, they find application in many industrial sectors in the form of flexible or rigid foams, coatings, adhesives,

elastomers, thermoplasts or thermosets. Modern PU coating applications include self-healing coating films that can also

be applied to rather rough surfaces, such as wood.
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1. Introduction

Wood materials and wood-based products are increasingly considered the materials of the future, fully in line with modern

concepts of a bio-circular economy . However, the intrinsic biodegradability of wood is the most important weakness,

which limits a wider end use, and thus the improvement of wood durability is still one of the major challenges . This

challenge can be tackled by different means, such as thermo-treatments  or fossil-based and natural wood coatings

with protective or biocidal functions .

A definition of “coating material” is given by the European Standard EN 971-1 : “A product, in liquid, in paste or powder

form, that, when applied to a substrate, forms a film possessing protective, decorative and/or other specific properties”.

Various types of organic substances have been used in the preparation of coating materials for wood. In ancient times,

only natural products such as oils or resins were available . Later on, the application of thermal or chemical

modifications improved the performance of natural products. A continuously developing chemical industry in the first half

of the 20th century produced a wide range of synthetic coating films, such as alkyds, polyurethanes and polyesters, which

were successfully applied in many fields, including wood technology . For the modern coating industry,

polyurethanes (PUs) present an important class of polymers due to outstanding mechanical, chemical and physical

properties. Thus, they find application in many industrial sectors in the form of flexible or rigid foams, coatings, adhesives,

elastomers, thermoplasts or thermosets . Modern PU coating applications include self-healing coating films that can

also be applied to rather rough surfaces, such as wood . Polyurethanes are available as solvent or water-borne

formulations, and polymer curing may be brought about at ambient or elevated temperatures. One of the major issues of

polyurethanes is their fossil-based origin and the toxicity of reactants and pre-cursors such as isocyanates, which act as a

modifier or crosslinking agent, rather than the main film former. Conventional PUs are usually synthesized by a

polyaddition reaction between polyols and poly-isocyanates. These two, when reacted together, form the urethane

linkages observed in a crosslinked polymer. Recently, several attempts were reported to substitute fossil-based building

blocks of PU coatings with bio-based compounds because the versatility in chemistry and processing enables wide

opportunities for introducing new raw materials into various PU products . Recent research utilizes castor oil for the

preparation of a hyperbranched polyol that was further used for a bio-based PU coating with self-cleaning abilities .

Besides vegetable oils (i.e., from soybean) or starch, which have been extensively applied as natural and renewable

polyol sources for PUs, lignin has emerged as a promising alternative polyol source for application in resins, adhesives

and foams . After cellulose, lignin is the second most abundant natural polymer, containing a broad range and high

contents of chemical functional groups such as hydroxyls, carbonyls and carboxyls , which allow for its utilization as an

alternative for polymer development, especially as a substitute for petroleum-based polyols in polyurethane systems.

Scientific contributions regarding the substitution of polyols by lignin in polyurethanes involve, in general, kraft lignins ,

while the performance of other technical lignins, i.e., Organosolv lignins, has not yet been evaluated.

2. Color Measurements

Figure 1 shows the beech wood samples coated with the different PU formulations, and their respective color coordinates

are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Beech wood samples before (a) and after coating application (b–e). (a) W-R, (b) WPU-R, (c) WPU-3:1, (d)

WPU-1:1 and (e) WPU-1:3.

Table 1. Color coordinates based on CIELAB color space of wooden samples before coating application (W-R) and after

coating application. ΔE* was calculated using the difference between uncoated (W-R) and coated wood samples.

Statistical differences are reported as: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01 and * p < 0.05.

Before Coating (W-R) After Coating  

 L* a* b* L* a* b* ΔE*

WPU-R 85.8 ± 3.8 6.4 ± 2.2 19.8 ± 2.0 71.8 ± 2.0 *** 11.3 ± 1.1 31.4 ± 2.6 19.5 ± 4.9 ***

WPU-3:1 85.6 ± 6.7 6.0 ± 2.4 20.3 ± 2.6 37.6 ± 5.3 *** 26.4 ± 2.6 *** 30.0 ± 5.5 54.7 ± 7.6 ***

WPU-1:1 86.2 ± 3.5 5.9 ± 2.0 21.3 ± 2.0 21.0 ± 4.3 *** 21.1 ± 4.2 *** 11.4 ± 5.8 *** 68.7 ± 5.7 ***

WPU-1:3 90.1 ± 2.4 4.0 ± 1.8 19.7 ± 2.4 10.8 ± 2.5 *** 7.8 ± 5.7 0.3 ± 1.0 *** 82.3 ± 3.9 ***

Mean W-R 86.9 ± 7.3 5.6 ± 2.9 20.3 ± 3.0    

Virgin wood (W-R) color coordinates are quite homogeneous, but after coating application, the color strongly changes.

Commercial coating (WPU-R) is transparent, so the color variations compared to raw solid wood are the lowest among

the other PU formulations, and wood structural elements such as rays can still be identified (Figure 1a,b). In all cases, L*

is lower, which means a darker color and less transparent coating, as seen in Figure 1c–e. The coordinate a* increases

for all coatings, meaning a redder color than virgin wood. For the CIELAB coordinate b*, the situation is different. In WPU-

R and WPU-3:1, b* increases, rendering the color more yellow, while in WPU-1:1 and WPU-1:3, b* changes the color to a

bluer tone. This could be explained by the fact that in the first two samples (Figure 1a,b), wood underneath the coating is

still visible, while the last two provide a less transparent coating (Figure 1c,d), where lignin covers the surface the most.

Additionally, Jusic et al.  and Klein et al.  found a gradual color change at increasing lignin content. Changing color

due to all formulations is always statistically significant (ΔE*).

3. Weight, Coating Film Thickness and Solid Content

In Table 2, the measured sample weights and their respective weight gains are reported as well as the determined solid

contents (SC). Weight gain was much lower for the prepared PU coatings compared to the commercial reference (WPU-

R), and the difference is statistically significant. The decrease of weight gain in increasing lignin concentration is

consistent with the low values of SC for the prepared PU formulations, which could be explained by the presence of other

additives in the commercial products increasing its SC. Regarding the prepared formulations, an increasing lignin content

led to higher SC. The coating thicknesses of the three prepared formulations are quite similar (Table 2). It is noteworthy

that WPU-R shows a very high standard deviation, which might be due to higher viscosity and the presence of additives,

as can be deduced by the SC.

Table 2. Weight of the samples before and after application of the different coating formulations and respective weight

gain, solid content (SC) of the pure formulations (  PU-R,  PU-3:1,  PU-1:1,  PU-1:3). Statistical differences are

reported as: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01 and * p < 0.05.

Weight Gain
(%)

Thickness
(μm)

SC
(%)

WPU-R 5.2 ± 1.7 28.2 ± 20.6 57.1 

WPU-3:1 0.6 ± 1.7 *** 25.9 ± 7.0 45.1 

WPU-1:1 0.8 ± 1.6 *** 28.1 ± 7.1 47.1 

WPU-1:3 0.7 ± 1.3 *** 27.8 ± 9.2 51.0 
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4. Optical Contact Angle

In Table 3, the contact angle (CA) values are reported. As expected, the commercial coating had the highest CAs (Figure
2a), while higher lignin contents in the prepared PU coating led to lower CAs (Figure 2b). The CA of W-R changes

strongly within the first 10 s after droplet deposition, while for WPU-R it remains stable, meaning that the water drop was

adsorbed in the first case while in the latter the film is waterproof, as expected. In the coatings of the other PU

formulations, the differences are not pronounced, which is why they are considered as waterproof as well, even if the CAs

of the prepared PU formulations are lower than WPU-R. In the case of WPU-1:3, the water drop was completely absorbed

within 10 min, as occurred with W-R. Standard deviations of prepared PU formulations are a little high, which might

depend on the irregularity of the substrate, which in turn depends on the coating application. In fact, during brush

application, PU formulations dried as they were applied, making the surface not flat. To summarize, it seems that the

hydrophobicity of the prepared PU formulations decreased when lignin content increased. Griffini et al.  address this

behavior to the presence of hydroxyl groups in lignin, which are higher for increasing lignin content in PU materials,

leading to lower CAs. Another reason for this behavior could be explained by the cracks visible on the prepared PU

surfaces (Figure 3a–c), which let the water pass through the coating film. CA values are significant only when the lignin

concentration is the highest.

Figure 2. Two examples of CA measurement after drop release. In (a) a WPU-R sample, with a high CA, and in (b) a

WPU-1:3 sample, with a low CA. Blue angles indicate how the instrument extrapolates the data from the images.

Figure 3. Pictures of measurement areas: (a) WPU-3:1, (b) WPU-1:1 and (c) WPU-1:3. SEM images of PU-3:1 (d,e).

Table 3. Contact angle (CA) measured for different prepared PU formulations. Values of CA after waterdrop deposition

(CA-T0), CA after 10 s (CA-T10) and CA after 10 min (600 s) after waterdrop deposition (CA-T600) are reported.

Statistical differences are reported as: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01 and * p < 0.05.

CA-T0
(°)

CA-T10
(°)

CA-T600
(°)

W-R 93.9 ± 4.0 76.6 ± 5.9 -

WPU-R 89.5 ± 6.1 89.1 ± 6.2 79.9 ± 6.6

WPU-3:1 82.0 ± 8.2 79.7 ± 7.8 69.1 ± 9.6
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CA-T0
(°)

CA-T10
(°)

CA-T600
(°)

WPU-1:1 79.8 ± 8.1 77.3 ± 8.5 54.7 ± 10.7 **

WPU-1:3 79.0 ± 7.7 70.4 ± 5.4 ** -

Figure 2 shows how the instrument extrapolates CA values by contrast between the white background and the dark

droplet.

5. FTIR Microscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The pictures of the measurement zones of the FTIR mapping of the three PU formulations were captured using the multi-

channel Jasco infrared microscope IRT-7000 and a Cassegrain ×16 objective. These pictures show that with the

increasing lignin concentration, changes in the morphology of the material occur, causing the formation of cracks in the

coating. Hence, in the image of the sample WPU-3:1, the coating surface is less cracked (Figure 3a) than WPU-1:1

(Figure 3b) and WPU-1:3 (Figure 3c). This condition was confirmed by the acquisition of scanning electron microscope

(SEM) images, where a smooth and homogeneous structure (Figure 3d) was observed with the presence of a few

porosities with an average diameter of 0.25 µm (Figure 3e) and a minimal presence of lignin aggregates. In contrast to

other works in the literature, where significant lignin aggregation was observed using SEM , the PU formulations

prepared in this work were rather free from lignin aggregates, as illustrated in Figure 3d,e.

6. FTIR Spectroscopy and Imaging

In order to investigate the chemistry behind the preparation of the PU formulations, FTIR analysis was performed on

samples of the three different PU formulations after both spontaneous (room temperature) and temperature-induced (60

°C for 72 h) crosslinking. The formation of urethane bonds was evaluated by studying the respective IR bands of the

specific involved functional groups. The absorption band at 2270 cm  is associated to the stretching modes of the

unreacted isocyanate NCO groups in the three different formulations (Figure 4a). The signal intensity of this band

depends on the presence of excessive NCO groups after the formation of urethane bonds in the respective formulations.

The disappearance of the isocyanate band in the sample PU-1:3 indicates a rather complete reaction between NCO and

lignin OH groups, while the more intense absorption band in the spectra of the samples PU-3:1 and PU-1:1 reveals

residual unreacted isocyanate in the respective formulations.

Figure 4. (a) Absorbance band of free isocyanate groups in the three different prepared PU formulations PU-3:1, PU-1:1

and PU-1:3. (b) FTIR spectra of Desmodur L75 and Organosolv lignin (OL). The three different prepared PU formulations
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PU-3:1, PU-1:1 and PU-1:3 after air-drying at room temperature (c) and after oven-drying at 60 °C for 72 h (d).
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